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abstract
As simulation is increasingly used to study questions pertaining to pediatrics, it is important that investigators use rigorous methods to conduct their research. In this article, we discuss several important
aspects of conducting simulation-based research in pediatrics. First, we
describe, from a pediatric perspective, the 2 main types of simulationbased research: (1) studies that assess the efﬁcacy of simulation
as a training methodology and (2) studies where simulation is used
as an investigative methodology. We provide a framework to help structure research questions for each type of research and describe illustrative examples of published research in pediatrics using these 2
frameworks. Second, we highlight the beneﬁts of simulation-based research and how these apply to pediatrics. Third, we describe
simulation-speciﬁc confounding variables that serve as threats to
the internal validity of simulation studies and offer strategies to mitigate these confounders. Finally, we discuss the various types of outcome measures available for simulation research and offer a list of
validated pediatric assessment tools that can be used in future
simulation-based studies. Pediatrics 2014;133:1091–1101
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Health care simulation can be deﬁned
as a tool, device and/or environment
with which the learner or subject interacts to mimic an aspect of clinical
care.1 The technologies used to enable
health care simulation include a wide
variety of products and devices, including
mannequins (with varying degrees
of realism), computer/screen-based
simulators, inert animal products,
task trainers, and human cadavers.1
This technology, when applied for training health care providers, is created or
adapted to help address practical clinical
problems.1 The ﬁeld of pediatric simulation has grown rapidly in the past
decade, both as an educational intervention2–9 and as an investigative
methodology.10–14 Recent articles have
described important attributes of simulation research,15 simulation-based educational interventions (SBEI),16 and the
types of research studies that should be
conducted to advance the science of
simulation.17 Although the quantity of
simulation-based research (SBR) is on
the rise, the quality is highly variable.1,18 In
a recent systematic review of simulationbased educational research, 22.5% of
studies had a randomized controlled
study design, 15.1% were multicenter
studies, and only 5.3% reported patient
and/or health care outcomes.1 Speciﬁc
strategies to improve the quality of SBR
are not well described in the literature.
An emphasis on study design and optimizing research methodology is necessary to optimize the impact of future
SBR in pediatrics.
This article aims to describe the effective
use of simulation for pediatric research.
First we present 2 categories of SBR and
provide a framework to help structure
research questions for each type of
research. Second, we provide examples
from the ﬁeld of pediatrics while
highlighting advantages of SBR. Next we
discuss the key simulation-speciﬁc variables that must be carefully controlled
when conducting SBR. Lastly, we discuss
1092

various types of outcome measures for
simulation research.

CATEGORIES OF SBR
Research on the Efﬁcacy of
Simulation as a Training
Methodology
Research about simulation as a training
methodology examines whether the speciﬁc features of simulation experiences
add to overall educational effectiveness. A
systematic review by Issenberg highlighted that high-ﬁdelity medical simulations (eg, simulators that change
and respond to the user) are educationally effective and that simulationbased education complements medical
education in patient care settings. 19
A recent systematic review and metaanalysis noted that compared with no
intervention (eg, a control group or preintervention assessment), simulationbased training was effective in improving
the knowledge, skills, and behaviors of
health care professionals.1 In pediatrics,
simulation has been effectively used to
teach neonatal20–22 and pediatric resuscitation,3,6,7 crisis resource management,8,9,20,23–24 anesthesia,25–27 procedural
skills5,28–30 (eg, gynecology examination,
airway management), and surgical
skills31–33 (eg, endoscopy and minimally
invasive surgery). Although the scope of
simulation-based education in pediatrics
is growing, few comparative studies have
helped to clearly deﬁne the optimal instructional design features of effective
pediatric SBEI.
The research agenda has clearly shifted
from “if” simulation works to examining “who, what, when, where, why and
how.” Cook et al characterized features
of effective SBEI.34 However, a key question that remains largely unanswered
for simulation educators is: How do SBEI
need to be modiﬁed for different educational contexts? Comparative research is
warranted to explore which instructional
design features have the optimal impact
for speciﬁc learning objectives, learner

groups, and learning environments. Examples of comparative pediatric studies,
using the various instructional design
features as a framework, are described
in Table 1.
Research Using Simulation as an
Investigative Methodology
Research using simulation as an investigative methodology leverages the
standardization provided by simulation
to answer diverse research questions
that otherwise could not be answered
feasibly, safely, ethically, or in a timely
fashion in clinical settings. The simulated environment is used as an experimental model to study factors affecting
human and systems performance in
health care. Mannequin-based simulation has been particularly useful in this
context. In this form, a mannequin connected to a computer that controls its
vital signs and physical ﬁndings provides health care providers a realistic
clinical experience. The use of mannequinbased simulation allows the researcher
to have complete control over nearly
every aspect of the clinical environment,
including but not limited to the type,
location, and size of equipment; the age
and clinical status of the patient; and the
composition, number, and experience of
the health care providers.
SBR studies in this category can be
grouped based on the performanceshaping factors that can enhance or
degrade performance and subsequently
impact patient safety and risk.35,36 The
various performance shaping factors
that allow for a systematic approach to
improving safety and error reduction in
clinical medicine include (1) individuals
(eg, fatigue, stress, experience), (2)
teams (eg, team structure, communication), (3) work environment (eg, noise
levels, resource availability), (4) technology (eg, use of clinical decision support
or electronic health records), (5) systems
factors (eg, work schedule and ﬂow,
policies, and procedures), and (6) patient
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TABLE 1 Examples of Pediatric Studies With Simulation as the Subject of Research: Examining the
Effectiveness of Simulation as an Educational Intervention
Instructional Design Feature
of the Simulation Intervention
Clinical variation

Cognitive interactivity
Curricular integration

Distributed practice
Feedback
Group practice

Multiple learning strategies

Repetitive practice

Description of Intervention
High-ﬁdelity simulation (eg, simulator with audio speakers
enabled and physical signs visible, audible, and palpable)
versus standard mannequin (eg, simulator with audio
disconnected, and physical signs not audible or palpable)
for pediatric life support training (6 clinical scenarios were
integrated into the educational intervention to ensure
clinical variation)3
Telesimulation for teaching intraosseous insertion in
developing countries4
A simulation-based program (integrated into the existing
curriculum) for teaching residents the pediatric gynecology
examination5
A simulated pediatric mock code program with mock codes
randomly called over a 48-mo period of time7
Scripted vs nonscripted debrieﬁng for pediatric resuscitation
education2
Emergency department personnel managing pediatric trauma
as teams in their own environment, in situ simulation-based
team training8
Multidisciplinary pediatric trauma team training using
high-ﬁdelity trauma simulation (curricular integration,
cognitive interactivity, clinical variation, distributed practice,
and feedback all part of the educational intervention)9
Repetitive pediatric simulation resuscitation training (multiple
scenarios) vs standard pediatric simulation resuscitation
training (1 scenario)6

factors (eg, clinical presentation).36 By
using simulation as an investigative
methodology, investigators can systematically identify latent safety threats, test
new technology and protocols, and improve the health care environment without any potential for harm to real patients.
Lessons learned from research performed in the simulated environment
can then be applied to the real clinical
environment to optimize patient care
processes and outcomes. Table 2 provides examples of studies that use simulation as an investigative methodology.

ADVANTAGES OF SBR
The use of SBR in pediatrics confers
several distinctadvantages. Unlikeclinical
research in which patient presentations
are variable and unpredictable, SBR
allows for standardized patient presentations that can be provided on
demand. It is also permits the most
important clinical variables, apart from

the variable of interest, to be carefully
controlled and accounted for. Standardization of the simulated environment for research can potentially be
achieved provided the research team
has carefully accounted for the majority
of the confounding variables (clinical
diagnosis, clinical progression, etc).
The authenticity of the simulated environment is particularly important when
it is being used as a surrogate for the
real clinical environment. Researchers
should ensure that, to the best of their
ability, all elements in the real clinical
environment that could affect participant
performance are also appropriately represented during the simulations.36 Because it is not always possible to control
every factor that could affect participant
performance during a simulation (eg,
institutional culture), optimizing authenticity in the environment can often be best
achieved by using a real clinical space
(eg, in situ simulation) to conduct the
simulations. Another major advantage is

that recruitment of individuals and/or
teams of pediatric health care professionals can be scheduled according
to convenience, thus allowing for more
predictable recruitment. Additionally,
there is no risk for patient harm when
using simulation to test new technology,
protocols, or clinical spaces, enabling
the researcher to allow a study subject
to make patient care errors, such that
contributing factors can be fully observed and analyzed. Much like clinical
research, SBR also has some challenges.
These challenges are listed, along with
a summary of beneﬁts, in Table 3.

KEY ELEMENTS OF SBR DESIGN
Research assessing the effectiveness of
simulation as a training methodology
shares similar design considerations
with traditional research in medical
education. In a recent article, Cook and
Beckman outline important issues in
designing experimental research in
education.37 One of the key issues they
highlighted was the importance of describing both the educational intervention and the comparison group in
sufﬁcient detail to allow replication in
other contexts. Thus, it is important to
ﬁrst address potential threats to the
internal validity of traditional education research studies, such as subject
characteristics, selection bias, history,
instrumentation, testing, location, participant attitude, and implementation.37
In addition, for research assessing
simulation as a training methodology,
several distinct elements of study design
(ie, simulation-speciﬁc confounding variables), including simulator selection,
scenario design, confederates, realism,
debrieﬁng, and video capture/review
must be carefully controlled to mitigate
threats to the internal validity of the research study.
Many of the same simulation-speciﬁc
confounding variables described above
may be important for research using
simulationasaninvestigativemethodology.
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TABLE 2 Examples of Studies With Simulation as the Environment for Research: Simulation as an Experimental Model to Study Factors Affecting Human
and Systems Performance in Health Care
Performance Shaping Factor

Focus of Simulation Research

Individuals

Assessing and describing the relationship between
individual factors and performance

Teams

Assessing and describing the relationship between
team processes and team performance

Environments

Assessing the impact of the surrounding environment
on performance

Technological factors

Evaluating the effect of technology on performance

Systems factors

Simulation used to model and understand system-level
operations

Patient factors

Simulation used to describe individual and team
performance for speciﬁc patient conditions

Additionally, these confounding variables are important in multicenter research studies in which standardization
of the study protocol is of paramount
importance (eg, high likelihood of
variability between sites). These issues
should also be carefully considered for
SBR research in other potential study
groups(eg,adultstudies,interprofessional
studies). Table 4 provides an overview
of standardization strategies for threats
to the internal validity of SBR studies. We
describe how each of these simulationspeciﬁc confounding variables affect
SBR in pediatrics, in which issues related to patient age, parental presence,
equipment size, and disease type
may all inﬂuence study design and
standardization.
Simulator Selection
Because several options for infant and
pediatric simulators exist, researchers
must consider the functionality and
features of the simulator when designing the study. The functionality of
commercially available infant and pediatric simulators is highly variable,
with differences in their ability to simulate eye opening and closing, location
and quality of pulses, size and compliance of lungs and chest, and design and
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Example of Study
A simulation study of rested versus sleep-deprived
anesthesiology residents evaluated psychomotor
performance, mood, and sleepiness (adult study)48
In situ simulation was used to identify latent safety
threats (eg, team member responsibilities, provider
workload) among health care teams in a pediatric
emergency department10
Simulation was used to identify latent safety threats
(eg, resources, equipment) in a new pediatric
emergency department11
Comparison of a video-laryngoscope versus traditional
laryngoscopy in pediatric intubation12
Discrete event simulation (computer modeling) used to
construct a patient ﬂow model in a pediatric
emergency department13
Simulated cardiopulmonary arrest in a pediatric patient
were used to identify delays and errors in
cardiopulmonary resuscitation by pediatric residents14

anatomy of the airway. Studies using
scenarios and mannequin-based simulation may require a certain level of
functionality and realism to accurately
simulate a certain medical problem. For
example, if a study is designed to assess
the impact of a real-time feedback device
on the depth of chest compressions, it
would be important to select a simulator
which, at a minimum, allows for chest
compressions to a depth greater than
that required by resuscitation guidelines (eg, at least 5 cm for children or
adults). Similarly, a study to assess the
impact of a trauma checklist on the
management of head injury requires a
simulator that could mimic deterioration
in level of consciousness in which the
eyesareableto open and closeand pupils
can react to light. Failure to consider the
functionality of the simulator may inﬂuence the relevance and accuracy of the
study outcomes. If a particular function is
crucial to the study, it should be mentioned in the methodology prominently.
The most logical strategy would be to
choose the same simulator with all of the
desired functionality for all research
sessions. For multicenter research, this
may have resource implications if not all
sites have the desired simulator available, that is, some sites may not be able to

enroll subjects if the required simulator
is integral to the study design and cannot
be made available to them.
Scenario Design
For either type of SBR, scenarios should
be developed that can be delivered in
a uniform fashion from participant to
participant, group to group, and, if
multicenter, from institution to institution. For example, a research study
to test the impact of an SBEI on managementofpediatricanaphylaxisrequires
the scenario be standardized in a fashion
thatwillensureeachgroupofparticipants
is exposed to a case of similar difﬁculty,
with similar challenges in decisionmaking and clinical care. Allowing too
much variation in case delivery would
change the intervention of interest or
add unnecessary confounders. To ensure scenarios are delivered in a standard fashion, researchers can consider
various strategies, the selection of which
is dependent on the research question,
goal of the study, participant characteristics, and outcome measures: (1)
control the duration of the scenario by
limiting the overall time (ie, scenario is
stopped at a certain time independent
of participant actions/interventions)
and/or setting transitions from one
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TABLE 3 Beneﬁts and Challenges of Simulation Research
Beneﬁts
Recruitment: individuals and teams can be
scheduled for recruitment by convenience; the
research is not dependent on a speciﬁc set of
patients being available
Efﬁciency: simulated patients can be created and
scheduled “on demand,” thus allowing for study
of rare conditions
Standardization: the clinical context and
environment can be replicated to ensure
consistency across providers, team, and
institutions
Ease of collaboration: research can be conducted
across multiple sites provided the simulated
research environment is standardized (easier
to standardize simulated environments than
actual clinical environments)
No risk of patient harm: interventions can be tested
without any risk of harm to real patients

Example
Recruitment for a study assessing the impact of team
training on resuscitation performance can be
scheduled according to provideravailability and not
patient availability
A study assessing the impact of a video-laryngoscope
on intubation success rates in pediatric difﬁcult
airway patients12
A standardized “home” environment can be created
for a study using simulation to train families how
to manage their child’s seizures at home
A study assessing the impact of a scripted debrieﬁng
for pediatric providers was conducted across
multiple sites in North America2

A study assessing the impact of a new CPR feedback
device in pediatric cardiac arrest can be tested on
simulated patients before approval for use on real
patients
No concerns related to protected health
A study can be conducted on sensitive topics such as
information
child abuse using simulated patients and will not
involve protected information
Multiple options for outcome measures: data can In an ongoing study assessing the quality of CPR during
pediatric cardiac arrest, quality of CPR data are
be collected from the subjects, extracted from
the simulator, captured by video/audio, or
collected from the simulator, team performance is
rated via video review, and subjective data are
collected in the real clinical environment, some
collected via semistructured interviews
of which are difﬁcult to capture in clinical
research
Challenges

Authenticity: the simulated clinical situation may
not be authentic enough to immerse the subject
in the clinical context (eg, research
environment, patient, clinical monitoring,
clinical equipment, clinical team members,
family members, etc)
Physiology: standardized scenarios may suffer
from lack of the expected physiologic variability
of a real patient; this may be undesirable in
some research (eg, subtle signs of neurologic
impairment)
Recruitment: recruiting health care professionals
to participate as subjects in research can be
difﬁcult without support from leadership and/
or funding
Cost: SBR requires simulators, space, time, and
expertise, which can be a signiﬁcant capital
investment
Best practices: a lack of best practices for
reporting SBR makes it difﬁcult to assimilate
results from various studies
Outcome measures: insufﬁcient work on the
transfer of SBR to the real clinical environment;
more work needs to demonstrate impact on
patient care and outcomes
Funding: insufﬁcient funding opportunities
compared with clinical research

CPR, cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

Example
In a study using a case of pediatric septic shock, the
simulator is unable to produce key physical
features such as delayed capillary reﬁll, cool
extremities, mottled skin, and poor color, thus
potential inﬂuencing learner behaviors
Variability in heart rate after speciﬁc interventions
(eg, ﬂuid bolus, inotropes) in a pediatric patient
with hypovolemic shock will need to be
preprogrammed or controlled by the facilitator to
ensure conceptual realism
Recruitment of subjects for a team training study
requiring 5 providers per session is challenging
without leadership supporting methods of
releasing providers to attend sessions
A multicenter study using a pediatric simulator and
video capture requires all sites to have the same
equipment and appropriate expertise
A recent systematic review of SBR describes the
methodologic limitations and variability of
simulation studies1
A recent systematic review of SBR highlights the small
proportion of studies with real patient outcomes1

Many SBR projects are unfunded. More robust
pediatric simulation studies demonstrating
improvements in care and patient outcomes will
help increase opportunities for funded simulation
research

clinical state to the next at predeﬁned
times, independent of subject interventions (eg, normotensive to hypotensive at 5 minutes). Doing so allows
researchers to see if certain tasks are
done in a predeﬁned time frame, with
the beneﬁt of standardizing scenario
duration. The unfortunate consequence
of this strategy is that sometimes
conceptual realism is sacriﬁced
(eg, patient spontaneously converts from
ventricular tachycardia to sinus rhythm
without intervention). (2) Alternatively,
researchers can control the responses
of the simulated patient by setting
transitions from one clinical state to
another based on subject interventions
and independent of time (eg, blood
pressure changes from normotensive to
hypotensive if 20 mL/kg normal saline
ﬂuid bolus is not given in the ﬁrst 5
minutes). Doing so allows clinical progression based on participant interventions (ie, high conceptual realism),
but the downside is that the duration of
the scenario may be highly variable
from group to group. (3) Finally,
researchers can control confederate
behaviors by clearly standardizing
verbal, audio or visual cues that are
provided to confederates and facilitators (eg, capillary reﬁll, level of consciousness). These cues can be tied to
participant actions/inaction, patient
transitions in physiology, or certain
time points in the scenario. During SBR,
improvisation must be minimized for
confederates and facilitators and only
used to maintain standardization and
realism of the scenario. Careful review
of the scenario template and training of
scenario facilitators is recommended
to establish reliability. Pilot testing
scenarios before starting a research
study will help investigators identify
and correct potential pitfalls before
enrollment begins. This is particularly
important for multicenter research, in
which sites will be using different research coordinators. Pilot testing provides an opportunity to train research
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TABLE 4 Standardization Strategies to Mitigate Threats to Internal Validity of SBR Studies
Threat/Potential Confounding Variable
Simulator selection

Scenario design

Description
The simulator selected does not do what the research
requires or different simulators are used for
different participants
The research scenario is not designed and implemented
in a standardized fashion, and, as a consequence,
study participants receive a different simulated
experience

Confederates

Confederates, or actors, do not act or portray their role
in a standardized fashion, thus potentially inﬂuencing
the behavior and actions of participants

Realism:
Physical realism

The degree of physical, conceptual and emotional realism
is not carefully controlled for each participant/group

Conceptual realism
Emotional realism
Debrieﬁng

The debrieﬁng portion of the simulation is not standardized
in a fashion that accounts for the various features of the
debrieﬁng process.

Video capture and review

Video is not captured and/or reviewed in a standardized
fashion

Study outcomes

Data elements for study outcome measures are not
collected in a standardized or reliable fashion

facilitators ahead of time and for the research team members to share their
experiences and struggles and offer
suggestionsforstreamliningtheresearch
process. Sharing videos of pilot runs (both
successes and failures with descriptions
of lessons learned) allows sites to have
a shared mental model of exactly how the
scenarios should be managed.
Confederates
Confederates, or actors, can be used in
SBR to increase realism and help create

1096

Standardization Strategy
Ensure simulator has desired functionality
Use the same simulator for all sessions
Account for variation in simulator choice in analyses
Preset or limit the duration of the scenario
Set transitions from one clinical state to the next at
predeﬁned times or based on participant interventions
(or lack thereof)
Standardize verbal, audio and/or visual cues
Develop and review scenario template
Pilot run scenarios to learn potential range of subject
actions and develop preplanned responses
Train research facilitators
Careful scripting of confederate roles (minimize
improvisation)
Confederate cue cards
Train confederates (eg, training video, pilot run)
Use the same simulator for all sessions. Standardize
the environment: same equipment type and location,
identical human resources, same size of room, same
noise level. Orient participants to the simulator and
simulated environment (eg, scripted orientation)
See “Scenario design”
See “Confederates”
Standardize debrieﬁng session by controlling for the
5 Ws of debrieﬁng research
Who (debriefer characteristics)
What (method of debrieﬁng/content of debrieﬁng)
When (timing of debrieﬁng)
Where (environment for debrieﬁng)
Why (debrieﬁng theory)
Determine ideal video angle and number of views
required to capture behaviors of interest
Determine if video capture of monitor displaying vital
signs is necessary
Ensure adequate audio capture
Pilot run
Implement strategies to make data collection as
standardized and reliable as possible: pilot camera
angles, study sensitivity and reliability of simulator
sensors, review data shortly after capture to identify
any problems before further enrollment, train and
calibrate video reviewers or other conducting data
collection and abstraction, calculate interrater
reliability

and/or manipulate a situation for study
purposes. In adult studies, confederates
are used in the role as members of the
health care team or as the patient. In
pediatric research, confederates can be
integrated into the simulated environment as family members or caregivers
to enhance pediatric-speciﬁc aspects of
clinical care, or children (in selected
circumstances) can be recruited as
confederates to play the role of the sick
patient. In contrast to adult studies, the
use of real children to play the role of

a sick patient may be at times impractical (or impossible) because younger
children as less likely to adhere to the
predeﬁned confederate role or are unable
to reliably reproduce desired physical
ﬁndings (eg, tachypnea). This limitation
creates an exaggerated reliance on simulation technology in pediatrics. As such,
the pros and cons of using a child as
aconfederateshouldbecarefullyweighed,
and the relative beneﬁts of using a simulator as the patient should be considered
before making a ﬁnal decision.
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As an example of how confederates may
be used in research, an SBEI may be
used to teach residents how to communicate with family members, and
confederates could be scripted to play
the role of parents who are interacting
with the participants. The use of confederates requires careful scripting of
confederate roles, which can be tailored to address the research question
(eg, issues of health literacy, culture
factors in pediatrics, delivering bad
news). Unfortunately, no research to
date has described the ideal way to
train confederates for SBR, although
there are descriptions of multiple methods used in a single study.38 Strategies
that can be used to orient confederates
to their roles include the following: (1)
development of a scenario script or
template with detailed description of
confederate roles, (2) confederate cue
cards that can be used as a quick reference during the scenario, (3) confederate training video with expert modeling
of desired confederate actions, and (4)
confederate training session with pilot
research sessions prior to initiation of
the study. During pilot sessions, investigators will be able to see how participant and confederate behaviors
tend to deviate from expected, thus
allowing time to revise the study protocol
and supporting materials to be more
resilient to the variability associated with
human actors and participants. Careful
consideration of strategies to standardize confederate behaviors in multicenter
research is particularly crucial; individuals selected to be confederates may
differ in background, experience, and
expectations.
Realism
Several ways of categorizing simulation
ﬁdelity or realism have been described.39,40
Although the impact of realism on the
quality of simulation-based pediatric education is controversial,2,41 investigators
should be attentive to the importance of
realism when running simulation sce-

narios for research purposes. Enhanced
levels of realism help to immerse participants in the simulated experience,
whereas a lower level of realism may
lead to disengaged participants. A variable level of realism from scenario to
scenario can introduce a confounding
variable that may potentially affect the
way individuals or teams perform. When
designing a scenario for SBR, there are
3 important components of realism to
consider.39,40 “Physical realism” refers
to the physical properties of the simulation mannequins and environment
used to run the scenario. Standardizing
the environment involves providing the
same equipment and human resources, as well as positioning the equipment in the same location to which the
participants are accustomed and in
the same fashion for all participants.
While doing so may help to achieve
standardization among groups and/or
sites (eg, in a multicenter study), it may
also systematically introduce a bias that
favors participants from one institution
where, for example, the resuscitation
cart is placed in the exact spot they are
used to in the real clinical environment.
Furthermore, replicating certain noises
or distractors (eg, phone call or page)
typically found during real patient care
may help to promote standardization but
also inadvertently introduce a confounding variable (eg, one institution typically
has less ambient background noise
compared with another). As such,
while researchers attempt to achieve
complete standardization of the physical environment, they must also consider the introduction of confounding
variables when doing so. One effective
strategy is to orient all subjects to the
features of the simulator and the physical environment and effectively removing
unfamiliarity with the simulator or space
as a potential confounder. This can be
achieved by providing a scripted orientation to the research environment.
“Conceptual realism” refers to the theory,
meaning, concepts, and relationships

attached to each simulated scenario.39
Speciﬁcally, conceptual realism involves
clinical authenticity with “if–then”
relationships presented during the
simulation,39 such as, “If ﬂuid is given
for hypovolemic shock, then the blood
pressure should increase.” A consistent
degree of conceptual realism relies
heavily on carefully designed scenarios
and facilitators who are familiar with
the scenario. Finally, “emotional realism” relates to the feelings that are
evoked in subjects as a result of participating in the simulation.39 Managing the degree of emotional realism in
subjects can be difﬁcult but is especially
important when individual or team performance is an outcome measure. The
degree and nature of interaction between subjects and confederates can
often have a strong impact on emotional realism (eg, a confederate playing the role of a parent starts crying
during the scenario in an unscripted
manner); this must be understood by
research confederates, who should be
carefully scripted in the manner described earlier.
Debrieﬁng
Studies assessing the efﬁcacy of simulation as a training methodology should
carefully consider the relative value of
debrieﬁng as part of the overall learning
experience.19 Conversely, many studies
using simulation as an investigative
methodology may not involve debriefing at all. Although debrieﬁng has been
characterized as the most important
element of simulation-based education,
failure to standardize the debrieﬁng
introduces a major threat to the validity
of any SBEI. A recent review of the
debrieﬁng literature outlined the key
characteristics of debrieﬁng as the 5 Ws
of debrieﬁng research: who (debriefer
characteristics), what (content and
methods of debrieﬁng), when (timing),
where (environment), and why (theory).42
Each of these debrieﬁng characteristics
should be carefully standardized and
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reported when assessing simulation
as an educational intervention. For example, if using multiple debriefers in
a study, each debriefer should have the
same level of expertise and should be
trained to use the same method of
debrieﬁng. This is particularly crucial
when 1 element of the debrieﬁng is the
intervention of interest in the study.
Standardization of the other debrieﬁng
characteristics will allow for isolation
of the speciﬁc debrieﬁng variable (eg,
location of debrieﬁng: in resuscitation
room vs in separate debrieﬁng room).
Video Capture and Review
Many SBR studies use video to capture
individual or team performance and
then rate the videos using assessment
tools as an outcome measure.2 Using
video in this manner requires the researcher to consider the ideal video angle(s) and the number of views required
for capturing the desired behaviors.
Similarly, microphone placement and
audio interference are important, particularly for studies focusing on communication. Researchers should also consider
whether the vital signs monitor display is
a necessary as an adjunct to the video
views for raters.
Improperly or inadequately captured
video or audio can hinder the rater’s
ability to accurately score performance.
This should be accounted for when calculating the sample size for studies
required video capture and review. In
multicenter studies in which video
capture hardware and software varies
from site to site, there is a greater need
to standardize the methods of video
capture and account for dropout related to technical issues when calculating sample size. On the basis of our
collective experience in conducting
SBR with video review, we have occasionally lost up to 10% of video because
of issues with poor camera angle, sound
quality, or problems with technology. As
such, we recommend including video
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capture and review as part of the pilot
testing process in which pilot videos
are reviewed for quality (ie, video, audio, and camera angle). Also consider
increasing your sample size a priori to
account for lost video; however it will
be important to assess whether there
is any systematic bias to the lost videos.

OUTCOMES FOR PEDIATRIC SBR
The selection of outcome measures for
SBR primarily depends on the research
question. One should choose outcome
measures that are relevant, measureable, and hold a plausible association to
the intervention. Outcomes for both
types of SBR may be framed based on
Kirkpatrick’s hierarchy of evidence,
with learner’s attendance at the base of
the pyramid (eg, satisfaction); knowledge, skills, and attitudes of participants
in the middle; and behavior change and
clinical outcomes in respectively higher
positions.43 Satisfaction data are easier
to capture but less impactful than evidence of actual process of care or patient
improvements based on the intervention.
In quantitative SBR, methods to measure
outcomes most commonly fall within 1 of
3 categories: (1) the simulator itself as
a measurement tool, (2) observational
checklists, and (3) clinical and/or translational outcomes. We focus our discussion on these 3 categories as they pertain
to pediatric simulation research.
Simulator as the Measurement Tool
Most pediatric simulators are able to
measure and record speciﬁc data
points related to the passive physiologic state of the simulatoras well as the
actions performed on it by participants.
These provide objective measurements
(eg, timing of head tilt, chin lift, or pulse
check; depth and rate of chest compressions) that can be exported into
a research database for analysis. Several studies have leveraged the simulator’s ability to precisely capture time
to study an intervention’s impact on

time to performance of a skill or procedure.44–46 As technology evolves, so
will the ability to collect and store
various types of data in usable formats
for research.
One potential pitfall to using simulation
technology to measure outcomes is that
the accuracy of certain measurements
is largely unknown. For example, some
simulators can provide detailed logs of
how deeply chest compressions are
performed. However, information about
precision or validity of this measurement is unknown. For example, if a study
is measuring depth of compressions as
the main outcome measure, how does
the researcher know if the compliance
and depth of the simulator chest wall
matches that of a live infant or pediatric
patient? More research is needed to
validate proxy measurements from simulators in the clinical world. Industry
partnershipscan help to addresssomeof
these limitations. In the meantime, it is
important for the commercial simulation
and research community to collectively
explore and document the validity and
reliability of these features.
Observational Checklists
Observational checklists are often used
to assess technical skills, behavioral
performance, and/or clinical performance in SBR studies.2,3,6 Discussion on
validation and psychometrics are outside
the scope of this review, but researchers
should ensure that the assessment tools
used are reliable and valid for the study
population and speciﬁc context of interest. Simply using a published checklist
may not be sufﬁcient, and pilot studies to
assess the checklist can improve the
rigor of the study. One of the advantages
of simulation is the ability to control for
other variables and measure a person’s
performance on a standard model and
setting. The choice of checklist will depend on the speciﬁc study objectives,
along with the relative strengths and
weaknesses of each checklist. Several
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observational checklists for pediatric
care have been developed and validated in a simulated environment. Table 5 summarizes several clinical and
behavioral assessment tools that have
been validated for pediatric resuscitation
and provides examples of pediatric procedural skills checklists.

group of raters.47 Regardless of whether
real-time and/or recorded review is
used in a study, the implementation of a
rater training process before the
study will help to improve interrater
reliability.2

If observational checklists are used as
an outcome measure, the researcher
can apply the tool in real-time and/or
retrospectively by video review. Realtime review allows for rapid acquisition
of data. However, reliability of data collected in real-time is highly dependent on
rater familiarity with the tool and the
ability of the rater to accurately assess
performance in real-time while concurrently recording scores. Conversely,
video recording allows reviewers to
pause, rewind, or repeatedly review
performance to more thoroughly extract
objective details. Use of video also allows
the researcher to more easily blind the
rater to study purpose or group allocation. Our research network has leveragedtechnology toshare videosonline
and therefore make available to a large

The ultimate measure of any medical
intervention is how it affects patient care
and clinical outcomes. This is particularly important because it is unclear the
degree to which selected human performance measures in a simulated environment (eg, observational checklists)
correlate with true patient and/or health
care outcomes. Because of the size and
cost of conducting such studies with real
patient outcomes, there are far fewer
examples of SBR measuring clinical
outcomes. In Cook’s meta-analysis of 609
technology-enhanced simulation articles, only 32 studies reported patient/
health outcomes.1 In a recent study,7
Andreatta demonstrated improved survival rates from pediatric cardiac arrest
after implementing a longitudinal simulation mock code program. Studies like

Clinical/Translational Outcomes

this are especially challenging because
there are typically numerous confounding variables that have an impact on
clinical outcomes, and learner groups
have other sources of learning outside of
the study intervention. In an attempt to
address these challenges, several groups
have begun to form longitudinal databases to measure the impact of educational interventions over time (eg, the
American Heart Association’s Get With the
Guidelines—Resuscitation registry). A
multicenter pediatric network, the International Network for Simulation-based
Innovation, Research and Education
(INSPIRE, http://www.inspiresim.com) has
been formed to help achieve the sample
size and power needed to measure more
infrequent clinical outcomes. These initiatives have the potential to facilitate the
incorporation of clinical outcomes into
future pediatric SBR studies.
Summary
The effective use of simulation research in
pediatricsisdependenton understanding
the beneﬁts and challenges of SBR, the
simulation-speciﬁc threats to the internal

TABLE 5 Examples of Assessment Tools for Pediatric Resuscitation and Procedural Skills
Focus of Tool
Resuscitation

Assessment Tool
(No. of Items on Tool)
Simulation Team Assessment
Tool (94 items)49
KidSIM Pediatric Resuscitation
Assessment Tool (26 items)50

Clinical Performance Tool
(21 items)2,51

Procedural
skills

Tool for Resuscitation Assessment
Using Computerized Simulation
(72 items)52
Intraosseous Procedure Scale53
Infant Lumbar Puncture Global
Skills Assessment54–56
Infant Lumbar Puncture
Subcomponent Skills
Checklist54–56

Study Subjects

Principles Addressed in Tool

Reported IRR

Teams of pediatric residents
at a tertiary care pediatric
hospital
Pediatric residents at a tertiary
care pediatric hospital

Clinical and behavioral performance
during pediatric resuscitation
(team performance)
Clinical and behavioral performance
during pediatric resuscitation
(team leader performance)

Pediatric resuscitation teams
from 14 tertiary care pediatric
hospitals
Pediatric residents, fellows and
recent graduates at 2 tertiary
care pediatric hospitals
Emergency physicians

Clinical performance during
pediatric resuscitation (team
performance)
Clinical performance and leadership
behavior (team leader
performance)
Intraosseous needle insertion in
6 mo old infant
Lumbar puncture

ICC = 0.71

Lumbar puncture

ICC = 0.52

Pediatric residents, emergency
medicine residents
Pediatric residents, emergency
medicine residents

ICC = 0.81

Pearson’s
correlation
coefﬁcient =
0.453–0.617
(medium to high
correlation)
IRR = 0.63–0.81

ICC = 0.80

ICC = 0.947

ICC, intraclass correlation coefﬁcient; IRR, interrater reliability.
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validity of simulation studies, and the
implementation of strategies in simulation research studies to minimize these
threats as they exist in a pediatric context.
Selecting valid outcome measures that
are relevant, consistently measureable,
and hold a plausible association to the
intervention being studied is an important component in designing simulation
research studies. Careful consideration
of these elements, along with the establishment of a common research
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